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PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 

 

Duration : 2 hours                                                               Max. Marks 40                                        

 

Instructions: 

i) All questions are compulsory however internal choice is available. 

ii) Figures to the  right indicate marks. 

 

Q.1 Write short note on  any 10 of the following:                                 (10x2=20) 

           i) Meaning of Production Management                                                                                                                             

       ii) P.P.C. 

       iii) importance of purchasing in production management. 

    iv)   the concept of material handling. 

     v)  note on EOQ. 

    vi)   value analysis 

     vii) scope of P.P.C. 

       viii) features of plant layout. 

        ix) Two primary objectives of material management. 

x) any four techniques of inventory control.     

xi) Need of Production Management 

      xii) term cost analysis. 

       xiii)Operations Management 

        xiv)Meaning of Plant Layout 

          xv) Inventory Management 

          xvi) difference between cost of owning and cost of operating 



Q.2 Answer any 4 (in five points) of the following  :                                                      

(4x5=20)   

 

     i))  Explain the importance of production function.                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

ii) Explain the importance of layout.                                                                              

                                                                                                                     

  iii)  Explain different types of layout.                                                                                                                                                          

                                                              

 iv ) State and explain the steps (first 5 steps) in purchasing cycle.                                                                                               

                                                                          

v) explain the importance of inventory control.                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 vi) Discuss the various factors influencing inventory management.            
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                                      FUNDAMENTALS OF INVESTMENT 

 

 

 

Duration : 2 hours                                                               Max. Marks 40                                        

 

Instructions: 

i) All questions are compulsory however internal choice is available. 

ii) Figures to the  right indicate marks. 

 

Q.1 Write short note on  any 10 of the following:                                 (10x2=20) 

            i)  Investment                                                                                                                          

       ii) Commodities 

       iii) Real Estate 

       iv)   depositories 

      v)  Concept of return and risk 

      vi)   Equity Shares 

      vii) FII 

      viii) meaning of Intrinsic Value 

       ix) Formula of P B Ratio 

  x)   Meaning of Portfolio and Diversification 

 xi)  Meaning of Option 

      xii) Mutual Funds 

      xiii) Any two models of Dividend Capitalisation 

      xiv) Financial Derivatives 

       xv) Stages of industrial life cycle 

       xvi) Two benefits of Diversification 

  

Q.2 Answer any 4 (in five points) of the following  :                         (4x5 =20)                           



 

i)Explain process of Investment Decision.                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

ii)Explain Any four functions of stock exchange                                                                               

                                                                                                                     

  iii) State four differences between online and off line trading.                                                                                                                                                           

                                                              

 iv )  Explain any four sources of financial information.                                                                                              

                                                                          

   v)    Explain any four features of Bond. 

 

   vi) Explain types of derivatives.                                       

                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


